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In God we trust

Available in
Aerosol or
Non-aerosol Pump Spray

SUPER™
SPRAY-LUBE
Exceeds MIL-SPEC
Lubricates / Prevents Rust / De-moisturizes

SUPER™ SPRAY-LUBE

exceeds lubrication parameters of all other spray lubricants as it maintains its
fine qualities in high corrosion and extreme humidity environments. Flowing deeply into hard-to-reach
areas, this product provides quick, positive, long-lasting lubrication for automotive & industrial
applications – as well as for around the house. SUPER™ SPRAY-LUBE is excellent protection against
rust and corrosion, while penetrating seized and corroded mechanisms.
As a Penetrating Oil - Penetrates effectively on even the most severe cases of rusted equipment,

parts, and components, dispersing into corroded areas to loosen scale and free up working
mechanisms. As a De-moisturant - Provides thorough moisture displacement in damp or soaked
electrical or electronic systems. A migrating film burrows under condensation and moisture, driving it
to the surface where it dries or can be wiped off to reactivate circuits . As a Lubricant - offers longlasting lubrication for a wide variety of applications, flowing and lubricating deeply into hard-to-reach
internal areas and contains our advanced technology, anti-friction Engine Treatment for reduced wear
and friction and increased performance of moving metal parts.
Our formulation contains the best rust and oxidation preventatives to stop rust dead in its tracks!!
SUPER™ SPRAY-LUBE will also remove corrosion and corrosion bridges from printed circuit boards
after a light spray and “toothbrush” scrubbing. A microfilm layer remains on the surface after excess
is wiped away, protecting against future corrosion.
OUR PROMISE TO YOU: “Creeps” into hard-to-reach areas / Loosens seized & corroded metal mechanisms
/ Loosens scale & frees up working mechanisms / Provides quick & thorough moisture displacement /
Provides long-lasting protection against Rust & Corrosion / Provides free-flowing protection / Does not affect
painted surfaces / Does not contain carbon tetrachloride / Will not harm insulation
RECOMMENDED FOR: Wet / Damp Ignitions, Electrical Circuits, Motors, Controls, Starters, Electronic

Equipment, Distributor & Plug Wires, Metal Mechanisms, Gears, Locks, Hinges, Metal-to-Metal Moving or
Sliding Surfaces, Levers, Linkages, Rusty Parts, Products in Storage to Prevent Rust, Industrial Equipment,
Tools, Sleeve Bearings, Open Gears, Chain drives, Steel Cables, Drag Lines & Bushings, Couplings, Pulleys ,
Linkages, Hinges, Wheels, Tools, Rusty Nuts & Bolts, Augers, & any Automotive, Industrial, or Commercial
areas of lubrication that require an external spray lubricant.

Ultimate Maintenance – Friendly to the Environment

